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IDC ENERGY INSIGHTS OPINION
In the oil and gas industry, the evaluation of new prospects has always been a data-intensive exercise.
A wealth of seismic data has provided invaluable insights to understanding which assets had the
potential for development. The industry now has access to more and different types of data on which to
base decisions. That data, along with new techniques such as steerable horizontal wells, is providing
new insights into what makes a productive prospect. What has also changed is that commodity
hardware and software are now available to make integration and analysis of multiple data sources
more accessible. Oil and gas companies that are able to harness that data will be able to develop
productive assets. The question is how to put together a cost-effective architecture that will be of real
value in evaluating and developing prospects. The answer lies in starting with an architectural
framework that has grounded experience and expertise in prospect development. The framework
should take into account the needs of the actors, the efficiency of the business processes, and the
readiness of the technology.

IN THIS WHITE PAPER
This white paper explores the potential value of a reference architecture that provides integration and
data access for evaluation and development of new prospects. CIOs, upstream oil and gas enterprise
architects, and executives responsible for exploration and development can use this document to gain
perspective on technical data management and its role in creating business value.

SITUATION OVERVIEW
For the past decade, the common complaint in the oil and gas industry has been that there is
"too much data, not enough information." What has changed in the past few years is that the oil and
gas industry has more impetus to address this problem. The complexity of prospects, the cost of safety
and reporting, the increasing cost of contractors, and the rising global demand for oil and gas coupled
with advances in data-generating technology are driving oil and gas companies to reexamine technical
data management. Oil and gas companies are interested in how they can take better advantage of
technology to speed time to first oil and at the same time reduce costs and ensure safety.
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Macroindustry Trends
Speed to First Oil Provides Competitive Edge
The oil and gas industry remains highly competitive. The past several years have seen the rise of new
major players in the market — independents, entrepreneurs, and national oil companies. If a company
takes too long in identifying a profitable prospect, it may lose out to competitors in the bidding process.
It is understandable, then, that oil and gas companies seek out geoscience, geophysics, and
engineering expertise. To be successful requires evaluating potentially productive reservoirs through
seismic processing and reservoir modeling. However, being competitive also means developing assets
based on an understanding of economic conditions, such as assessing acreage or forecasting the
energy commodity price, to shorten the time and lower the cost to first oil.

Prices Determine Whether Development Can Be Economic
The rising global demand for energy, decline in reserves, and pursuit of profits have pushed the oil and
gas industry to develop new strategies to produce oil and gas. Oil and gas companies are pursuing
technologies such as enhanced oil recovery (EOR) for existing wells and/or unconventional resources,
such as deepwater, oil sands, shale gas, and tight oil.
Since oil sands and deepwater are expensive to develop and extract, these resources have only
become economic with a high-enough oil price to cover costs and provide a profit. After peaking at
$147 per barrel in July 2008, oil prices are predicted to remain relatively stable at around $109 per
barrel from now until 2020, with small movements in price up or down in response to global political
conditions. So, if the price of oil remains relatively stable or decreases, the more expensive plays —
deepwater, oil sands, and tight oil — become uneconomical. According to the World Energy Outlook
2013, a price of $128 per barrel of oil by 2035 will support development of new resources such as light
tight oil and ultra-deepwater. Figure 1 displays ranges in production costs for resources, which, with
current and predicted prices, leave little room for margin.
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FIGURE 1
Oil Production Costs for Various Resource Strategies

Source: IEA's Resources to Reserves 2013

The price of natural gas in North America has remained relatively low. Aside from the usual fluctuations of
price based on weather conditions, unconventional resources have added to the amount of gas that is
available. Henry Hub natural gas spot prices are now in the $3.50 per MMBtu range after having seen
brief peaks of over $11 per MMBtu in 2002, 2004, and 2007. The conditions that would put upward
pressure on the price of gas, such as increased use of gas for electric generation and development of
LNG infrastructure for export, have not yet had an impact. By the time these conditions will have an impact,
pursuit of unconventional gas in Eastern Europe and Asia/Pacific may dampen price increases. For the
past couple of years, the sustained low price of North American gas has caused some producers that
have both oil and natural gas portfolios to move some of their rigs to oil-producing fields.

The Cost of Exploration and Development Is Up
The cost of exploration and development has increased, and a weakening in price could impede
development. For example, in a study of 50 of the largest U.S. oil and gas companies, Ernst & Young found
that exploration costs were $26.3 billion in 2012, representing a 20% increase from $22.0 billion in 2011.
Development costs rose to $103.4 billion in 2012 (see U.S. Oil and Gas Reserves Study, 2013, size based
on reserves). What is even more telling is that finding and development costs of proved reserves rose in
2012 to $45.03 per barrel of oil equivalent (boe) as associated spending increased 16% while total reserve
additions declined 51%. In essence, it is now costing more to produce fewer resources.
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With the increase in the cost of exploration and development, there is a double impact if a prospect
ends up being unproductive. Take the example of subsea developments. According to Paal Kibsgaard,
CEO of Schlumberger, "Recovery rates from subsea developments are often less than half of what we
see from conventional topside developments ... most of these subsea developments are today faced
with significant challenges, including high development costs and complex production capabilities."
Another example is unconventional horizontal drilling and fracturing. In that case, there is a fine line
between exploration, development, drilling, and production. A large field may be identified, but the
productivity of an individual fracture within that field is unknown. Since the horizontal drilling and
hydraulic fracturing in a shale play can contain as many as 500 to 1,000 wells, unproductive fracturing
can be costly. The all-inclusive cost per stage to fracture can be estimated at $120,000 to $180,000,
according to William Hefley and Shaun Seydor in The Economic Impact of the Value Chain of a
Marcellus Shale Well, published in 2011.

Regulations and Environmental Impact Add to Development Cost
New regulations are adding complexity to an already complex regulatory picture for upstream oil and
gas. Since the Macondo incident, offshore permitting requirements have become more stringent not
just in the Gulf of Mexico but in many parts of the world. Regulatory jurisdictions may overlap. An oil
and gas company must take into account not only the potential productivity of a field but also the local
regulations and cost of mitigating impact as part of its assessment of the viability of a prospect. With
the introduction of onshore unconventional, permitting and leasing, especially on government lands,
have seen changes because of concerns about environmental impact on groundwater quality, drinking
water quality, endangered species, air quality, and even seismic activity.
At the end of the day, oil and gas companies are feeling pressure from stakeholders and stockholders
to mitigate the risk of development. They are seeking to reduce the risk of unproductive development
or environmental impact and reduce the length of time, and thereby the cost, it takes from seismic
processing to drilling.

Shortage of Labor Continues to Be an Issue
The oil and gas industry is well aware of the shortage of experts in highly technical areas such as
geology and geophysics and petroleum engineering. According to a 2012 study by Schlumberger
Business Consulting, the oil and gas industry currently has a high level of vacancies in key disciplines
and is confronted with an expertise gap resulting from uneven past hiring cycles and a high rate of
attrition among the oldest and most experienced employees.
There has been some relief from the international labor pool, with universities in India producing some
highly qualified individuals. Still, the crop of new engineers is not growing fast enough to meet
expected needs. For example, the Society of Petroleum Engineers (SPE) experienced a spike in
membership growth of 11% over one year — from 2007 to 2008; however, from 2008 to 2012, growth
was only 12%. New recruits also do not make up for the deficit in experience, as it takes at least 10
years to develop a seasoned engineer or geologist.
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A New Twist on an Old Problem
For years, the problem has been to minimize the risk of unproductive development. Although the
conditions for onshore and offshore development are different, essentially the task has been to drill
vertically and release the resource. The industry worked to gather as much data as technically and
economically feasible to identify prospects and evaluate their potential. What has changed is that the
oil and gas industry now has access to more data on which to base decisions. New techniques are
providing new insights into what makes a productive prospect.

Even More Data
Advances in technology and improvements in the price/performance of data acquisition technologies
are leading to even more data. Digital oilfield initiatives have brought instrumentation in
the field. Data is made accessible through improved communications — satellite, fiber
optics, and wireless and fixed networks. Examples of this increase in data include:
Advances in

technology
mean that even
greater amounts
of data will be
available for
evaluation of
potential
reservoirs.



More seismic. In offshore exploration, recent innovations such as wide-azimuth
(WAZ) are being used to increase plot accuracy. WAZ has multiple ships
making multiple passes. Companies such as Shell are experimenting with
subsea fiber optic cables embedded with sensors. In onshore exploration,
geophones, along with more accessible communications, make microseismic
monitoring possible.



More sensor data. The digital oilfield has introduced more sensing technology
to the oilfield. Nuclear, electromagnetic, and acoustic measurements are
available. Data is now more easily accessible from the drill head, including
pressure measurements and assessment of fluid samples. While data
produced is used primarily for real-time monitoring of drilling or operations,
data acquired could also be useful for understanding the behavior of a prospect during
drilling or the change in characteristics of a well over time, which, in turn, could inform
prospect development.



Rich media. Satellite imagery can be mined for identification of potential prospects through
views of oil slicks that may be associated with "leaks" in untapped reservoirs. Analysis of
subsurface video could be used to obtain production volumes from individual "frack zones" in
unconventional oil.

Unconventional Changes Everything
Exploring in Real Time
Unconventional plays have sparked the development of new techniques and
perspectives on accessing resources. In unconventional plays that involve a
combination of horizontal drilling and fracking, the line is blurred between exploration,
drilling, and production. Unconventional plays use EOR techniques from the beginning,
not just when the well needs further stimulation. The most effective approach is to
make adjustments on the fly — deciding within hours on the next target for fracking.
Decisions are based on microseismic and other "real time" or time series data that
helps locate pockets of rock with resource.
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Vertical Thinking in a Horizontal World
More importantly, experience with unconventional plays has shown how activity at a well relates to the
reservoir or field, that is, "frack zones." These discoveries about reservoir structure, particularly rock
mechanics, are also being examined for application to conventional plays, helping the industry
understand how, over time, a well performs or a reservoir changes based on techniques used for
extraction, thus improving the success rate of drilling and completions.

Data as an Underutilized Asset
The oil and gas industry has long acknowledged the value of data in exploration and
development. According to an oil and gas company representative, "Our product exists in
the data. We can't show a product until we have committed vast amounts of money to a
possibility that is described in data." The CEO of an oil and gas company recently
commented that he has come to realize that "leaseholds and concessions are less valuable
than the data that describes them." The Business Value Case for Data Management — A
Study, a study conducted in 2011 by Schlumberger and commissioned by Common Data
Access Ltd. (CDA), a not-for-profit subsidiary of Oil & Gas UK, a trade group for the U.K.
offshore oil and gas industry, found that "data contributes between a quarter and a third of
the total value generated each year by all the activities of a typical E&P company."

Data Remains in the Domain

According to an
oil and gas
company
representative,
"Our product
exists in the data.
We can't show a
product until we
have committed
vast amounts of
money to a
possibility that is
described in
data."

Still, most in the oil and gas industry admit that data is underutilized and remains a captive
of the domain where it is used most frequently. The industry is fairly experienced with
using static data (well data, seismic data) with associated disciplines, but seismic data
could be used more often in production, if it were accessible, and well data could be used
more often in exploration. Even within a mature discipline such as exploration, it is difficult to migrate data
from evaluation to development, despite having an established workflow. Application integration —
integration or Web services that can be easily updated as versions or applications change — can help a
company control the total cost of ownership of supporting a set of applications.

More Volume, Variety, and Sources of Data
Previously, we discussed the increase in already substantial volumes of data; there are also more
varieties and sources of data.

Structured, Unstructured, Semistructured
The bulk of the data that oil and gas companies are generating — surface and subsurface data, SCADA
data, drilling data, production data — is structured data. It could be time series data recorded at uniform
time intervals, ranging from seconds to hours. It could be event data communicated only in the event
of an exception when there are bandwidth constraints.
Applications at the oil and gas companies, such as work and asset management, energy trading and
risk management, enterprise resource planning, well management, hydrocarbon accounting, landlease management, contract management, and project management, are also sources of structured
data that is valuable for analysis, particularly in understanding the potential costs of well development.
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Geospatial information provides context, and context is extremely important in this asset-intensive and
geographically dispersed industry.
Traditional sources of unstructured data at oil and gas companies include satellite imagery, photos,
video, CAD drawings, specifications, well logs or daily drilling reports in paper or in PDF files, emails,
Web traffic, and social media. While some of these sources of data may be in electronic form such as
PDF, CAD drawings, or Word documents, the data has not been easily accessible.
Processed data, a staple of the oil and gas industry, is a somewhat gray area that some refer to as
"semistructured" data. Processed data is a product of modeling exercises. These results are fed into
other models for further analysis. That is the nature of workflow in the oil and gas industry — the path
from raw data to decision support.

External Sources of Data Are Dynamic
A wealth of content is being developed by third parties for use in oil and gas. Geomaps are available
as a service and can contain many layers of detail or rasters (geology, heat maps, ownership history,
mineral rights, etc.) about a specific location, along with georeferenced published literature. External
data services, such as weather, market prices, and futures, can be useful for forecasting. This data
tends to be updated frequently. Streaming data services are dynamic, so it may not be easy to match
with internal data that is transactional in nature.

Access to Data Is Difficult
The value of data does not exist in the data itself. Instead, value is often found through application
integration and analytics applied to data from multiple sources.

Missing the Connecting Link
While the industry has made some strides in application consolidation, multiple
geology and geophysics applications are frequently in place. For example, one national
oil company reported having five applications for 2D/3D interpretation, two for volume
interpretation, three for well correlation, four for mapping, five for modeling, two for
volumetrics, and three for simulation. Where applications are proprietary, data access
is often difficult. As a practical matter, if multiple teams need to collaborate on prospect
data, but the data is accessible only through one platform, time and effort will be
required to provide access to all who need the data.

Analytics Help to Surface New Insights
Companies want to be able to track performance and comply with regulations, and basic
business intelligence analytics will achieve those objectives. More advanced analytics
such as reservoir modeling and simulation are well known in the industry. Less well known
are advanced analytics (optimization, simulation, predictive, etc.) applied to data from
disparate sources. So, for example, analytics applied to geospatial data, newsfeeds, oil
and gas reports, or other syndicated feeds could provide competitive intelligence on
where to submit bids for leases. In another example, advanced search or pattern matching
could be used to compare the performance of wells with attributes similar to those of
prospects in order to estimate and forecast the prospects' performance.
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Managing a Complex Landscape
While the objectives are straightforward, the people, processes, and technology involved in managing
technical data are not. The major components of the technology (applications, data services,
telecommunications, etc.) have been discussed previously. Processes are complex, and the actors
come from many disciplines. In addition, decision makers may be internal staff or external providers.
Table 1 provides a sampling of what is involved.

TABLE 1
Actors, Processes, and Technology
Category

Examples

Actors

 Internal: Geologists, geophysicists, geomodelers, reservoir engineers, land development, management
(legal, planning, budget), regulatory, asset teams, technical IT
 External providers: Seismic acquisition, core sampling, test drilling, communications, engineers, and so
forth

Processes

 Seismic processing, reservoir modeling, reservoir simulation, structural modeling, stratigraphic
modeling, well engineering, portfolio and acquisition planning

Technology

 Applications, data repositories, communications networks, storage, servers, advanced analytics,
business intelligence, presentation, tools, security, workflow, collaboration, visualization

Source: IDC Energy Insights, 2014

Getting to Innovation
For the oil and gas industry, innovation is grounded in science. From an information and
communications technology (ICT) perspective, that has meant that the industry depends largely on
trusted, fit-for-purpose technical applications developed by oilfield services companies and
petrotechnical software vendors. Vendors of commodity IT, such as storage, services, database
appliances, and security, have provided IT infrastructure. With the introduction of new technologies,
such as Big Data and analytics, oil and gas companies are starting to experiment with more generic —
as in not specific to oil and gas — analytics and discovery tools to gain insight. The question is: How
does a company encourage creative use of data to arrive at insights and at the same time maintain
engineering and business discipline?
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FUTURE OUTLOOK
The oil and gas industry is continuing to recognize the value in utilizing data across disciplines. The
more mature oil and gas companies, which also tend to be the largest, are ahead in seeing the value
of technical data beyond its associated software application. These companies are proactive in
exploring the practical application of new sources of data and have the research budgets to make it
happen. What has also changed is that commodity hardware and software are now available to make
integration and analysis more accessible.
While mature companies know how to manage seismic and well data, they are realizing that more can
be done when different types of data can be brought together to help solve problems. So companies
may bring together well data and seismic data with unstructured well logs to identify a prospect. To
make a decision on whether to develop a prospect, they may need to analyze production and revenue
history of other wells in the reservoir, along with current property ownership, mineral rights and local
permitting regulations, water availability, and so forth, in the context of the well structure.
Mature oil and gas companies are also putting together a combination of infrastructure, data
organization and management, analytics, and discovery and decision support tools as part of their
analytics infrastructure. They are developing technical data repositories, data models, and governance
for data management. For example, one major international oil company is establishing an executivelevel position responsible for technical data management. However, the vast majority of oil and gas
companies are still in the early stages of maturity in managing technical data to produce business
results, such as supporting evaluation and development of new prospects.

Scenarios
Over the years, ICT vendors have put forth frameworks for the oil and gas industry
(Microsoft with MURA, SAP with Oil and Gas Solution Map, etc.). Of course, these are
meant to show off partnerships and the vendor's skills, software or hardware, but in
most cases, the frameworks are not totally self-serving. The best frameworks provide
insight into how technology — both legacy and new — can be brought together to
advance the industry.
TCS has developed a reference architecture that is worth consideration (see Figure 2).
The architecture was developed by a team of experts with experience working for oil
and gas and oilfield services companies.
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FIGURE 2
Integration Reference Architecture
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What is interesting about this architecture is that it incorporates a variety of data sources — real-time or
time series data and business applications — and builds on well-accepted industry standards such as
WITSML, PPDM, SEGY, and the OpenSpirit framework.

Challenges/Opportunities
TCS is a consulting, technology services, and outsourcing company. Examples of TCS' work in oil and
gas include operational risk systems integration for health, safety, and environment; predictive asset
management for pipeline integrity; and logistics application development. TCS is also strong in its
alliance strategy, with partnerships with some of the largest IT players (e.g., Microsoft, Oracle, SAP) as
well as some industry-specific solution providers (e.g., Rockwell, Honeywell, GE). Such partnerships
will help TCS continue to develop its capabilities in the oil and gas sector, especially in the context of
increasing technological complexity in the industry.
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The oil and gas industry has demonstrated the willingness and ability to invest in IT, which has made it
a very competitive market for hardware, software, and services. For TCS specifically, the challenge is
to ensure that its offerings continue to develop as the technology advances and industry priorities
change. TCS is a well-established IT supplier with a strong track record in the industry but must
continue to dedicate resources with subject matter expertise to retain its position.

CONCLUSIONS

Recommendations


Start by understanding the business objectives you want to achieve through the management
of technical data. Professional services firms can help you arrive at some key business
objectives. Then service firms can help you build a business case through illustration of a
proof of concept (POC). Look for professional services with experience and expertise in
upstream as well as an understanding of the latest information technologies.



Involve executive management, engineering, and operations in surfacing the most critical
problems they need to solve and the information they need to solve those problems. The data
sources may be the same, but the way data and analysis are presented and the tools that are
available to users will be different for geologists, engineers, and business executives.



Consider doing application consolidation and rationalization as you build out your
integration/analytics architecture. This may help defray some of the cost of an architecture
revamp.



Do not try to include all data in a massive data repository. Instead use a combination of data
marts and ETL technology so that you can be sure that data is up to date. Data models and
data transport standards that are open source and well accepted by the industry are preferred.
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